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THE CASE 

 Whenever Hyakujo delivered a sermon, a certain old man was always there listening to it 

together with the monks; when they left the Hall, he left also.  One day, however, he remained behind, 

and Hyakujo said to him, “Who may you be?”  The old man replied,      “Yes; I am not a human 

being.  In the far distant past, in the time of Kasho Buddha, I was the head monk here.  On one 

occasion a certain monk asked me whether an enlightened man could fall again under the chain of 

cause and effect, and I answered that he could not.  Thus I have for five hundred lives been reborn a 

fox.  I now beg you to release me from this rebirth by causing a change of mind through your words.”  

Then he asked Hyakujo, “Can an enlightened man fall again under the chain of cause and effect or not?”  

Hyakujo answered, “No one can set aside (the law of) cause and effect.”  The old man immediately 

became enlightened, and making his bows, he said, “I am now released from rebirth as a fox and my 

body will be found on the other side of this mountain.  I wish to make a request of you.  Please bury 

me as a dead monk.”  Hyakujo had the karmadana, or deacon, beat the clapper and informed the 

monks that after the midday meal there would be a funeral service for  a dead monk.  The monks 

thought this odd, as all were in good health, nobody was in the hospital, and they wondered what the 

reason could be for this order.  After they had eaten, Hyakujo led them to the foot of a rock on the 

farther side of the mountain, and with his staff poked out the dead body of a fox and had it cremated. 

  

     At the last dai-sesshin that we had here, on the last day I got to the part in the text where the 

old man is enlightened by Hyakujo's words, "fumaiinga," "No one can set aside the law of cause and 

effect" and those words were enlightening words, they were words that he had to get enlightened 
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through, and then he did his bows.  And I also talked about how good this old man was at disguising, 

or incarnating himself.  All of you also, every single day are incarnating yourselves, but even though 

you are doing it, you don't know you are doing it.  I told you before that it is difficult to really 

interpret, really understand what it means to transform, or incarnate, or disguise, but anyway, you 

should know clearly that every single day that "I am" self of yours is transforming itself.   

     The old man was enlightened, and said, "thank you very much," and made his bows, but the 

moment he made his bows he was already gone.  I Also told you that before.  It seems as if you are 

not capable of doing the way of transforming in which you completely forget everything.  When you 

bow you can forget everything, and even when you fight it is possible to then bow and forget 

everything, but you don't seem to be able to do this.  I guess it's alright to have marital quarrels, but 

don't forget while you are fighting that that is simply one way of transforming yourself.   

     The old man said, "Thank you very much," and bowed, and disappeared, but even though he 

had disappeared, from somewhere deep in space, his voice came.  Hyakujo could hear his voice 

saying, "I am already free from my imperfect self.  I have already thrown off the body of the wild fox.  

I am no longer attached to the incomplete self."  He transformed himself into a condition where he 

was completely free from the "I am" self, but where did he go?  Even if you disappear right into this 

great universe you are still in this universe.  Whether you are doing the activity of living or the activity 

of dying, whatever activity you're doing you are always acting, and you're always acting in this one 

singular great universe.  There is no other world for you to go to.   

     The old man confesses to Hyakujo and says that he is behind Mount Hyakujo, that he, we could 

also say, is in Mount Hyakujo.   

     When Buddhism came to China Chinese culture was steeped in ancestor worship; the honoring 

of one's ancestors.  Yesterday the translator got into big trouble over this Chinese word "ki," and he 

asked me about it even after teisho.  And again here comes this word "ki."   

     The old man asks Hyakujo a favor, and says, "I would like to have the formal burial ceremony 

for a monk, in other words for a renouncer of home," and having said this he truly vanishes.  That is 

where I got to in the previous sesshin.   

     Of course Buddhism was first born in India, but whether we talk about India, or China, or the 
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middle east, all of these places had, as part of their fundamental way of thinking, the idea of a soul or a 

spirit or, as I started talking about yesterday, a kind of energy, like the energy in the word "tenki," 

which means weather, or literally the energy of heaven, which never is destroyed, which exists 

eternally.  For example in China the very foundation of ancient Chinese culture could be said to be 

the idea of heavenly emperor, and the basis for that idea was the idea of energy, or "ki" which the 

emperor of heaven has, which never disappears, which is eternal, which actually exists eternally.  The 

very foundation or origin of Chinese culture was the idea of a God of the energy of heaven.  And if we 

look at India we can say that the Indian people were the ones who discovered the activity of karma.  

The ancient people of India thought that we are all in karma, in other words no one can escape the 

activity of karma.  But after that in Indian culture appeared a God, similar to the Chinese emperor of 

heaven, called Brahma, who controlled the activity of karma.  Brahma's job was to control the activity 

of karma.   

     Ancient people seemed to all believe in a God who created everything, that there was some 

God existing, or at least an activity existing which is impossible for we people to understand, 

impossible for we people to see.  Even the Old Testament has the idea of this creator God.  Ancient 

people believed that there is an activity which we cannot grasp, and also cannot escape, and that 

activity which is ungraspable and yet inescapable was the activity that people thought God had, or 

people thought the Emperor of heaven had, and they fixated the idea of this activity, and in China they 

called that activity "ki" or energy.  And in India that same activity was recognized as Brahma or God.  

If we talk about the religious world in general I don't think I'm capable of talking about the present day 

way of thinking about God, but 250 years ago I think it's fair to say that most people conceived of God 

as having this kind of eternal activity as its content.  That they believed that activity had real 

existence.  I guess we could also call this same activity the activity of spirit, or the activity of soul, or 

the holy spirit, but anyway in China they had this word "ki" usually translated as energy that they used 

to describe this kind of activity.   

 And so we have all of these different words, the activity of God, or the activity of soul, or spirit, 

or this Chinese word "ki" which probably can be translated in any number of various ways into English, 

but anyway, the person who founded Buddhism, the historical Buddha, came up and said, "To fixate 
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that activity is a mistake!"  The conclusion of the Buddha, who we are told began Buddhism, was that 

the activity which gives everything existence, and then oppositely leads everything to destruction is 

simply an activity, the deed, the act of two mutually opposing functions.   

     Buddhism is the teaching which recognizes, accepts as valid these two mutually opposing 

functions.  And when those two mutually opposing activities meet each other then a unique activity 

appears.  And when they meet they never fixate that meeting, they go on to actually separate from 

each other.  And in Buddhism when we talk about the activity of the two fundamental mutually 

opposing activities meeting or separating, and we talk about a special new unique activity arising we 

use a word to describe that which is also pronounced "ki" but it is a completely different "ki": the “ki” 

of the word "machine",  機, and very difficult to translate, and even though the translator used a 

couple of dictionaries he still isn't quite sure how to translate it, but maybe "springing forth" is what 

we'll go with.   

     This sound (bam) does the activity of being manifest and the activity of disappearing.  But the 

appearance and the disappearance of this sound is done by two fundamental mutually opposing 

activities.  It is the act of, the deed of, those two fundamental opposing activities.  So we say the 

sound itself has no real existence. 

     And Buddhism also comes to the conclusion that even if we talk about the great Buddha or the 

cosmic Buddha which would be equivalent to a religious person talking about God - even that condition 

is not a fixated condition.  It is simply a temporary condition, it has no real existence.  It also simply 

is manifest as the act or the deed of the two fundamental mutually opposing functions. 

     So, especially in teisho, if we use words with the other "ki" in them - the ki of the energy of 

heaven or the ki of ki-ai気合い, the shout, we have to remember that those are not fixated things. 

     I know a lot of people study things like kendo and judo and more recently aikido, and I don't 

know how those people understand the activity of ki but, I'm trying to explain to you the Buddhist 

perspective on it. 

     So, when Buddhism came from India to China, it was a big problem.  The Chinese people 

thought that God or the heavenly emperor did the activity of ki or the activity of heavenly energy.  
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But Buddhism was very adamant in saying that that ki is not a fixated thing, so it was very difficult for 

the Chinese people. 

     But we can see that this changed the philosophy of the Chinese way of looking at ki.  If you're 

studying karate or aikido or other martial arts, people use the ki-ai, the martial shout, but remember 

that it isn't fixated. 

     So you can see that, especially in pre-Buddhist time, the foundation for Chinese philosophy was 

this energy of the heavenly emperor.  But that was completely different than the Indian philosophy of 

Buddhism which was based on Dharshana. 

     But Tathagata Zen or we could call it patriarchal Zen, the Zen that was born in China, didn't 

reject the previously conceived Chinese idea of ki.  The Buddhist people gave their own interpretation 

of the heavenly emperor and said that even if you speak of the heavenly emperor, just remember that 

it comes into being through the two fundamental mutually opposing activities. 

     Then I bet you'll ask the question, "What about those activities of plus and minus?  Do they 

every disappear or not?"  But who says that?  Only people can say stuff like that. 

     The self appears having plus and minus as its content.  In other words we can say that the self 

appears through plus and minus doing a repetitive alternating activity of unifying and opposing over 

and over, until eventually the self appears.  So we say that to think that plus and minus each has an 

activity of ki energy that never changes is a mistake. 

     Having been asked this question about the word ki, I feel like I've gone on quite long enough in 

my answer and I don't want to waste any more time on it, so let's just let this suffice. 

     Anyway, what we always say is that when plus and minus totally have been made content, that 

is the manifestation of the complete perfect condition - the Almighty. 

     People, however, without really experiencing the Almighty for themselves, sit in front of me in 

sanzen and blabber on and on saying, "I'm God", "I'm this", "I'm that!" 

     But that is the imperfect self blabbering on and on.  The self that hasn't made plus and minus 

completely its content.  The self that hasn't made all of the objective and subjective worlds its 

content, and that imperfect self is the self that gets into all kinds of troubles.  So as I always tell you, 

why don't you try being a little bit more careful. 
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     The reason you're speaking is because you have the imperfect “I am” self as your content.  You 

sit there with your imperfect “I am” self as your content and say stuff like, "I'm God" or "I'm nothing."  

But if you were really nothing, you wouldn't have a need to speak. 

     What I want you to think carefully about is that the complete condition is manifest because you 

have made all of plus and minus your content.  And that condition of having made all of plus and 

minus content is called in Buddhism the cosmic Buddha or true nature.  For religious people I suppose 

that it's fine to call that the state of God. 

     I don't want you to forget that when it is said you are “with God, ”that condition of being with 

God means you have all of plus and minus as your content. 

     If you're trying to do Zen practice - you're in the arena of Zen practice - and you are simply 

saying any kind of thing that comes into your head - you're just self-centeredly saying whatever you 

want to say.  We call that tyrannical, oppressive behavior. 

     It makes perfect sense for this world to be filled with war and fighting, don't you think?  But 

it's a very difficult thing. 

     It's actually easy to say why [the world is filled with war and fighting] but the problem itself is 

difficult. 

     It wasn't until Buddhism was born that the perspective of no-self, the perspective of no “I” 

appeared.  When you stand up in the position of no-self then you're in the world that has 

transcended words.  Because, especially you English speakers should know that, without a subject, 

you can't have language. 

     And that's why, because I often use sentences that don't have subjects, the translator will ask, 

"Roshi, what was the subject of that sentence?  I can't make that into English." 

     The teaching of Buddhism is a teaching which has no grammatical subject.  And so it's 

language that has transcended language.  I guess that's why it's so hard. 

     The reason is that everyone loves their “I am” self; thinks their “I am” self is so important; thinks 

that if their “I am” self were gone, the world would disappear.  And that's true.  So even though you 

say the true thing, you don't really know it.  Because when your “I am” self disappears, yes, the world 

also disappears! 
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     So, as I said before, this is the end of my answer to the question about ki. 

     Getting back to the old man, after asking for this formal monk's funeral, he truly disappears.  

He completely manifests the cosmic Buddha.  Completely manifests the position of God. 

     It's only possible for someone who himself has actually experienced the condition of God who 

can understand it.  If you haven't experienced it, there's no way that you can understand it.  But of 

course Hyakujo knew about this condition. 

     This whole story was made by Hyakujo so of course he must know about it.  But for people 

who weren't here to listen about the first part of this koan, I think it's very difficult so yesterday I talked 

a little bit about that in order to prepare you. 

     But just from what I said yesterday, I don't think it's possible to really grasp what I'm trying to 

get at.  But I can't really go back and give all those teishos over again so, even though I don't really 

want to, I should just move forward and get to the next part. 

     So, one day, according to the story, during the work period, Hyakujo asked the eno.  In the 

koan it's called eno.  I know that here when we hear eno we think of the person who does the eko 

before the sutras, but in this koan at that time the eno had the role of what we know as the shika.  

And so he asked the shika to clap the clappers and announce to everybody that after the meal, there 

would be a monk's funeral. 

     And the moment they heard this announcement, all of the monks at the monastery - the 

general population we could say of the monastery - started talking about it, thinking it was strange. 

     They said, "Everybody is healthy among us.  Nobody is in the Nehando, the “Nirvana Hall."  In 

this translation they  call it a hospital, but in monasteries they don't have hospitals.  Anyway, if you 

catch a bad cold, or have a bad stomach ache, of course there aren't hospitals but you're sent to what 

is called the Nirvana Hall to rest. 

     Anyway, I don't think we call it the Nirvana Hall anymore, we call it something else.  But when 

you're sick, there's a place for you to go and rest, and that was called the Nirvana Hall.  Now we call it 

something else - the Enji-do, and it means a place to go to take away your sickness so that you won't 

have to see so quickly the hour of your death. 

     Even in Japan if ten or fifteen or twenty or thirty people get together to do sesshin, it's 
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necessary to have a Nirvana Hall.  But here, I don't think we have a Nirvana Hall.  It's kind of an 

oppressing situation.  Where do you guys take the sick people in order to help them get better?  We 

should have a Nirvana Hall here. 

     Anyway, everyone started chatting about this command of the roshi's that they were to have a 

funeral after the meal because everybody was healthy and nobody was in the Nirvana Hall. 

     But anyway, after the meal, taking along some of the monks, the densu and the shika and some 

of the other monks and taking his staff, he climbed up the mountain.  Just like me, he had to climb 

the mountain with his staff. 

     And using his staff, he dug a hole near the root of a tree and found one dead fox's body and 

poked it out.  And here's another koan that is born right here.  How do you have kensho, how do 

you truly see this dead body of the wild fox?  How do you really discover the dead fox?  But if you 

never come across the dead fox, I guess it's not a problem. 

     But Hyakujo discovered this dead fox.  And then, just as in any ordinary funeral, he cremated 

the dead fox over a fire. 

     When it comes to marriage ceremonies, people can have two or three.  I've heard that 

Elizabeth Taylor has had five.  But when it comes to funerals, you can only have one. 

    It's the same for everybody.  When it comes to funerals, you have only have one.  And here 

comes another newly born koan.  How do you have kensho into this funeral? 

     For people who have had two or three funerals, I guess you could answer this question with 

ease.  For people who can really transform themselves, they can receive gratefully two or three or 

more funerals. 

     If you're an actress, then you've probably died two or three times, and so you've probably 

received at least that many funerals. 

     And that's pretty much the end of that act in the play.  The next act, or the next scene in the 

theater is manifest at the evening discourse. 

     I don't think that the worlds of past, present and future have yet been made absolutely clear. 

     I talked now about various things concerning the appearance of past, present and future.  But 

the condition of past, present and future completely vanishing has not yet been manifest. 
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     If you're really good at transforming yourself, then you must be able to transform yourself into 

the condition of past, present and future vanishing as well. 

     Hyakujo is really good at transforming himself, and the next scene seems to me to be about the 

disappearance of, the transforming into the state of the disappearance of past, present and future. 

     When past, present and future vanish, that is when the cosmic Buddha, the condition of God, 

the condition of one true reality or one true nature is manifest. 

     But that condition of the Almighty or of the true God is not fixated.  Again, it will burst apart. 

     And when, then, the world of past, present and future appear, that is when we say, "It was 

wonderful.  I'm grateful."  That's what I'll talk about tomorrow. 

 

終 

the end 

      

     


